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Traffic-adaptive Signal Control and Vehicle Routing Using a
Decentralized Back-pressure Method

Ali A. Zaidi, Balázs Kulcsár, and Henk Wymeersch

Abstract— The problem of controlling traffic lights under
adaptive routing of vehicles in urban road networks is con-
sidered. Multi-commodity back-pressure algorithms, originally
developed for routing and scheduling in communication net-
works, are applied to road networks to control traffic lights and
adaptively reroute vehicles. The performance of the algorithms
is analyzed using a microscopic traffic simulator. The results
demonstrate that the proposed signal control and adaptive
routing algorithms can provide significant improvement over
a fixed schedule and a single-commodity back-pressure signal
controller, in terms of various performance metrics, including
queue-length, trips completed, and travel times.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent technological developments in sensing, commu-
nication, and low-power electronics, allow real-time mea-
surement, availability, and processing of traffic data, thus
providing an opportunity to deploy traffic-adaptive intelligent
signal controllers. An efficient implementation of traffic-
adaptive signal control methods based on real-time traffic
measurements can improve conditions for both the drivers
and the environment, in terms of travel times, fuel con-
sumption, pollution, and accidents [1]. Traditionally, traffic
light controllers follow a pre-defined optimized schedule [2],
which may result in a poor performance under time-varying
traffic conditions and under very high traffic demands. This
problem can be alleviated through adaptive traffic signal
controllers, such as SCOOT, UTOPIA, SCATS, or RHODES
[3]–[5]. In these adaptive traffic controllers, real-time mea-
surements are collected using on-road detectors. Based on
these measurements, either the parameters (splits, offsets,
cycle-length) of the signal plans are adjusted on a cycle-
to-cycle basis or a best signal plan is selected from a pre-
defined set of signal plans. The implementation of these
methods, however, requires centralized decision making for
all intersections based on the traffic related measurements. In
addition to these traffic-adaptive signal control implementa-
tions, other centralized traffic signal control algorithmshave
recently been proposed [6]–[9] using different approaches
from control theory such as linear quadratic regulator, robust
control, and model predictive control.
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In contrast to the many centralized approaches for traf-
fic signal control, the literature on decentralized solutions,
which would be very useful especially for large urban
areas, is scarce. Recently, researchers in the transportation
and control communities have proposed different traffic-
adaptive scalable and distributed methods [10]–[14], where
the general idea is to solve a separate optimization problem
for every intersection. These per-intersection optimization
problems are loosely coupled via real-time traffic conditions.
The implementation of these controllers requires either the
knowledge of expected traffic load on the links associated
with the intersection during the next cycle, or the difference
between the traffic loads on the links associated with the
network. Many of these schemes are inspired by scheduling
and routing algorithms in wireless networks, in particularthe
well-known back-pressure scheme from [15]. Back-pressure
is a decentralized scheme the can provide maximum network
throughput under the assumptions that all links in the net-
work have infinite capacities (it is in fact optimal in the sense
of supporting maximum traffic arrival rates that guarantee
stability of queues in a stochastic sense). This idea was first
adapted to urban road networks in [11], where it was shown
that significant performance gains can be achieved in terms
of network queue lengths by employing a back-pressure
scheme for signal control. It was also shown to provide good
performance compared to the fixed time schedule controllers,
when the links have finite capacities. However, [11] does not
dynamically re-route vehicles, leading to local bottlenecks.

In this paper, we extend [11] by performing both traffic-
adaptive signal control and routing, under back-pressure
based control methods. In particular, rather than a single
commodity back-pressure scheme with fixed routes as in
[11], we apply a multi-commodity (one commodity per
destination) version of the back-pressure scheme under adap-
tive route selection [16]. Our results demonstrate that the
proposed schemes can provide significant performance gains.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Road Network

Consider an urban road network comprised ofN
links/roads andL junctions (signalized intersections). We
model the network as a directed graphG = (R,J ), where
R = {R1, R2, . . . , RN} is the set of links andJ =
{J1, J2, . . . , JL} is the set of junctions in the road network.
A vehicle exogenously enters the network from a certain
link (origin), travels along one or more links in the network
and finally leaves the network at a certain link (destination).
Thus, for each vehicle in the network, there is an associated
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Fig. 1. A four-way junction with 8 roads and 12 possible traffic movements.
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Fig. 2. Typical phases through a four-way junction.

origin and destination pair. All vehicles that have a common
origin and destination pair constitute a flowf . Let F be
the set of all flows in the network and let(o(f), d(f))
be the origin–destination pair for a flowf ∈ F , where
o(f), d(f) ∈ R. Let λf (t) be the rate at which vehicles
associated with flowf exogenously entero(f) at discrete
time slots t ∈ N, with limT→∞

1
T

∑T

t=1 E[λf (t)] = λf .
We assume that the flow arrival processes are independent
of each other and also independent across time slots and
have finite second moments. At any timet, let Qab(t) be
the number of vehicles queued in a linkRa to move to an
adjacent linkRb and letQa(t) =

∑
b Qab(t) be the the total

queue length at linkRa.

B. Traffic Signal Control

Each junction has certain traffic movements associated
with it. A traffic movement through a junction corresponding
to the vehicles exitingRa and enteringRb is denoted by the
pair (Ra, Rb). Let Mi be the set of all traffic movements
through a junctionJi. Consider an example of a four-way
junction in Fig. 1, where there are twelve possible traffic
movements. The set of all possible traffic movements for
this four-way junction is given by

M = {(R3, R8), (R3, R1), (R7, R4), (R7, R6),

(R3, R6), (R7, R1), (R5, R4), (R5, R1),

(R2, R6), (R2, R8), (R2, R4), (R5, R8)}. (1)

A subset of traffic movements that can occur simultane-
ously through a junction constitute a phase. LetPi =

{pi1, p
i
2, . . . , p

i
l} be the set of all possible phases through a

junctionJi. As an example, consider a four-way junction in
Fig. 2 that has four possible phases given by

p1 = {(R3, R8), (R3, R1), (R7, R4), (R7, R6)},

p2 = {(R3, R6), (R7, R1)},

p3 = {(R5, R4), (R5, R1), (R2, R6), (R2, R8)},

p4 = {(R2, R4), (R5, R8)}. (2)

Furthermore, we assume that with every possible movement
(Ra, Rb) through a junction, there is a ratesab(t) (the num-
ber of vehicles per discrete time unit) with which vehicles
flow. For the sake of simplicity, we assume thatsab(t) = sab
for all t, i.e., flow rate through a junction does not depend
on time or any other state in the road network. However, the
control schemes presented in the paper are also applicable to
the situations where traffic movement rates are time varying.

C. Routing of Vehicles

We consider that each vehicle that enters the network
has a fixed destination but the route that it takes towards
the destination is dynamically updated based on the traffic
conditions. Thus, the vehicles with a common origin and
destination pair may not necessarily follow the same route.
We consider that for every vehicle, the route is dynamically
updated at every junction. Whenever a vehicle enters a
link Ra, its next movement(Ra, Rb) through the upcoming
junction is decided in real-time and the vehicle joins one
of the possible queues (lanes) accordingly. For instance,
in the example shown in Fig. 1, when a vehicle enters
R2, it can join one of the three possible vehicle queues
{Q24, Q26, Q28}.

D. Control Problem

At every junctionJi, there is a controllerCi that has to
perform the following tasks at every time slott.

1) Select a phasepik(t) ∈ Pi (i.e., the traffic controller
gives the right of way to certain traffic movements in
every time slot).

2) Make a routing decision for the vehicles (i.e., assign
queues to the vehicles) related to every flow passing
through the given junction.

The routing decisions are communicated to the correspond-
ing vehicles and the vehicles in the network are assumed to
follow the routing decision made by the traffic controller.

III. PROPOSEDMETHODS

In [11], a back-pressure scheduling algorithm was used
for traffic signal control, assuming all vehicles follow fixed
routes but ignoring the fact that all vehicles in the network
have different destinations (single-commodity back pressure
scheme). We now propose to employmulti-commodityback-
pressure scheme for traffic signal control withadaptive
routing of vehicles. In contrast to the single-commodity
scheme where the vehicle queue length information has to be
known on per-link basis, the operation of multi-commodity
schemes require queue length information on per-destination



basis. Since the numbers of destinations in a road network
is normally very big, it is not possible to maintain non-
overlapping vehicle queues on per-destination basis due to
the physical constraints. In order to tackle this issue, we
utilize the concept of virtual queues, which is essential for the
operation of the proposed multi-commodity back-pressure
traffic control scheme in road networks.

A. Virtual Queues and Virtual Vehicles

Following the wireless networking approach in [16], we
introducevirtual traffic and virtual queues(referred to as
shadow queues in [16]) in the road network. For each vehicle
that exogenously enters a link in the network, we generate
a virtual vehicle with probability one and another virtual
vehicle with probabilityǫ > 0. Hence, for any flowf in the
network, the arrival rate of virtual traffic is(1+ǫ)λf (t). The
reason for introducingǫ is discussed in Section III-C.1. With
the virtual traffic we can associate virtual queues. We denote
the number of virtual vehicles for destinationd on link Ra

by Q̃d
a. We note that virtual traffic and queues are merely

counters, which form a fictitious queuing system on which
the signal control and route control algorithms are based. The
real queuesQab(t) containing real vehicles are maintained on
a per movement basis, for every possible movement(Ra, Rb)
through a given junction.

B. Signal Control Algorithm with Adaptive Routing

We follow [16], where an algorithm is proposed that
decouples routing and scheduling in wireless networks.
Adaptive routing operates by placing incoming vehicles in
real queues according to a probabilistic routing, whereas
signal control is based on a back-pressure method using
virtual queues per destination.

1) Signal Control Algorithm:The signal control algorithm
for each junction is decentralized. At each junctionJi, the
algorithm works based on theper destination virtual queue
length information Q̃d

a for all links Ra associated with the
given junction. The algorithm works as follows for each
junctionJi:

1) For all (a, b) such that(Ra, Rb) ∈ Mi, determine
the destination with maximum back-pressure and then
assign a weight to that destination:

d⋆ab(t) = argmax
d

{Q̃d
a(t)− Q̃d

b(t)}, (3)

Wab(t) = max{Q̃
d⋆

ab
(t)

a (t)− Q̃
d⋆

ab
(t)

b (t), 0}. (4)

2) For each phasepik ∈ Pi, compute the throughput as

Spi

k

(t) =
∑

(Ra,Rb)∈pi

k

Wab(t)sab(t). (5)

3) The controllerCi at junction Ji activates the phase
with the highest pressure, i.e., it selects

pik⋆ = arg max
pi

k
∈Pi

Spi

k

(t). (6)

When a certain phase is activated, the real vehicles in the
network move according to the given saturation rates and

the queues of real vehicles evolve accordingly. The virtual
queues evolve according to:

Q̃d
a(t+ 1) = Q̃d

a(t)−
∑

b:(Ra,Rb)∈Mi

I{d⋆

ab
(t)=d}sab(t)

+
∑

c:(Rc,Ra)∈Mi

I{d⋆
ca

(t)=d}sca(t)

+
∑

f∈F

I{o(f)=a,d(f)=d}λ̃f (t), (7)

where I{·} denotes the indicator function and̃λf (t) is
the number of virtual vehicles associated with flowf that
exogenously entero(f) at time t.

2) Adaptive Route Control Algorithm:Let σd
ab(t) be the

number of virtual vehicles transferred fromRa to Rb for
destinationd at time t, σ̄d

ab its expected value in stationary
regime, and̂σd

ab(t) the estimate of̄σd
ab at time t.

1) At every junction, computêσd
ab(t) for every feasible

movement(Ra, Rb) ∈ Mi associated with that junc-
tion using an exponential averaging method:

σ̂d
ab(t) = (1− β)σ̂d

ab(t− 1) + βσd
ab(t), (8)

where0 < β < 1 is a smoothing factor.
2) Compute the routing probabilities:

P d
ab(t) =

σ̂d
ab(t)∑

c:(Ra,Rc)∈Mi
σ̂d
ac(t)

. (9)

3) A vehicle entering linkRa joins real queueQab with
probability P d

ab(t). That is, the vehicle enteringRa

destined forRd will be routed toRb with probability
P d
ab(t) at time t through the junctionJi.

The routing information is communicated to vehicles in
terms of probabilities or percentages. For example, consider
that for the four-way junction illustrated in Fig. 1 if[P d

24(t) =
0.1, P d

26(t) = 0.2, P d
28(t) = 0.7], then among all those

vehicles that enter link 2 having destinationd, 10 percent
should join queueQ24, 20 percent should join queueQ26,
and 70 percent should join queueQ28.

C. Stability and Optimality

1) Infinite Length Links:In this section we discuss opti-
mality of the proposed methods in the sense of supporting
maximum traffic arrivals in a road network under the assump-
tion that all links are infinitely long. To be precise, we first
define stochastic stability and capacity region of a network
and then discuss the optimality.

If the route of every flow is fixed, then the capacity region
is the set of all flow arrivals that are supportable given the
set of flows and their corresponding routes. We note that
the capacity region of a network under fixed flow routes
cannot be larger than the capacity of the same network where
routes of the flows are not fixed, since capacity region cannot
decrease by removing path constraints on flows.

The traffic control and routing algorithms proposed above
are based on the algorithms for scheduling (rate allocation)
and routing of packets in a communication network. This
algorithm is throughput-optimal according to [16, Theorem
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Fig. 3. Road network with 24 intersections, 84 links, 16 origins and 16 destinations.

1], where the authors show that if a network is stable under
the back-pressure scheme based on real queues (which is
already known to be optimal) with flow arrival rateλf ,
then it is also stable (i.e., real queues are stable) under
the back-pressure scheme based on virtual queues with flow
arrival rate λf (1 + ǫ), for all ǫ > 0. In the proposed
traffic control algorithm, the phase activation (activation of
a set of movements) procedure is equivalent to scheduling
over a communication network. In contrast to a wireless
communication network, this scheduling procedure is de-
centralized at every junction because the activation of links
associated with one junction does not affect the activation
of links at any other junction if one assumes links to be
infinitely long. The possible traffic movements associated
with a given junction can be interpreted as connections in
a wireless network. Similar to a wireless network where
packets cannot be simultaneously transmitted with high rates
over neighboring links due to cross-link interference, here
in the road network, some movements at a junction cannot
be activated simultaneously. With this interpretation and
equivalence in mind, we establish optimality of the proposed
traffic control and routing algorithms. The algorithms are
optimal in the sense that they can stably support any flow
arrival rate which is in the interior of the capacity region.

2) Finite Length Links:When a network has links with
finite lengths, the issue of stability does not arise becausethe
queues can never be unstable due to finite length links. In
this situation, stability corresponds to maintaining bounded
queue backlogs in the links where traffic is being input to
the network (ingress buffers in the context of communication
networks [17]), assuming that origin links can be infinitely
long. It is not known if the back-pressure based schemes are
throughput-optimal in this context. In the following section,
we analyze performance of the proposed back-pressure based
algorithms over a network having links of finite lengths.

IV. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

We analyze performance of the proposed algorithms in
terms of queue lengths, trips completed, and travel time using
PTV VISSIM [18], which is a microscopic traffic simulator.
Within VISSIM, every vehicle is simulated individually and

several useful properties related to every vehicle can be
accessed dynamically. We will consider and compare three
distinct methods:

• Fixed time (FT) schedule signal controller:The possible
phases at each intersection are activated in a prede-
termined periodic fashion. All vehicles are assumed to
follow shortest routes to their respective destinations.

• Single-commodity back-pressure (SC-BP) controller:As
proposed in [11], each junctioni maintain queuesQa(t)
for all connected links. For each pair(Ra, Rb) ∈ Mi,
the back pressureWab(t) = Qa(t)−Qb(t) is computed.
For each phasepik ∈ Pi, the pressure release is com-
puted asSpi

k

(t) =
∑

(Ra,Rb)∈pi

k

Wab(t)sab(t). Finally,
the phase giving rise to the maximum pressure release
is selected. All vehicles are assumed to follow shortest
routes to their respective destinations.

• Adaptive routing back-pressure control (AR-BP):The
method described in Section III-B.

A. Network and Simulation Parameters

The simulations are performed using a road network
from a central region in the Stockholm area, comprising
24 signalized intersections (16 three-way intersections and 8
four-way intersections) and 84 links. The network is depicted
in Fig. 3. The lengths of the longest and the shortest links
are approximately 1980 meters and 333 meters. All links
are assumed to have three lanes, where each lane is 3.5
meters wide. There are 16 traffic origins{O1,O2, . . . ,O16}
and 16 destinations{D1,D2, . . . ,D16} in the network. The
traffic associated with an origin-destination pairOi − Di

forms a flowfi. Hence, there are 16 traffic flows in total,
{f1, f2, . . . , f16}. We perform simulations with cars of di-
mensions 4.11 meters× 1.5 meters and 4.76 meters× 1.5
meters. The maximum speed of all vehicles is set to 70 km/h,
as some of the links on the boundary of the network in
Fig. 3 are highways. We assume that a car is in a queue
if its speed is below a certain threshold (here set to 5 km/h).
For the fixed time schedule control (FT), we assume the time
period of each cycle equal to 60 seconds at all intersections
(both three-way and four-way) according to the signal plan
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a function of the vehicle input arrival rate under differentcontrol methods.

(phase distribution) given in Table I1. For the back-pressure
methods, we consider that a phase is activated after every 15
seconds. All simulations are performed for 7200 simulation
seconds (i.e., 2 hours). Within VISSIM, we have set the
simulation speed to 10 simulation seconds per second and
the simulation resolution is set equal to 1 in order to generate
fastest simulation results. Moreover, all the traffic related
measurements are taken after every 15 simulation seconds
and the signal phase selections and the routing decisions are
accordingly updated.

TABLE I

PHASE DISTRIBUTIONS

Intersection Type p1 p2 p3 p4

Four-way 18 sec. 12 sec. 18 sec. 12 sec.
Three-way 24 sec. 12 sec. 24 sec. –

B. Simulation Results and Discussions

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we plot the average queue lengths
and average travel times of vehicles from their origins to
their respective destinations as functions of vehicle arrival
rates under different control methods. Here, an arrival rate
of x vehicles/hour per origin means that approximately16x
vehicles enter the network per hour since there are 16 origins.
The averages are taken over simulation time in the case of
queue length and over both simulation time and number of
vehicles in the case of travel time. It was already shown in
[11] that SC-BP outperforms FT in terms of queue lengths.
An additional observation according to Figs. 4–5 is that AR-
BP has the potential to provide considerable improvement
over the single-commodity scheme. The behavior of AR-BP
is not straightforward – it provides relatively much smaller
queue lengths but the travel times are very high at low
traffic volumes. Normally, one expects that a larger queue
length should lead to a higher travel time. In order to study
what makes the average travel times so high under AR-
BP, we must consider the average speed of vehicles under
all schemes. Fig. 6 shows that average vehicle speeds are

1The time-loss due to amber or yellow signals is not considered in the
simulations, however, it can be incorporated easily in VISSIM.
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always highest under AR-BP. This implies that the vehicles
travel longer distances on average to reach their destinations
under AR-BP, especially when the vehicle arrival rates are
low. Under SC-BP and FT, a path for every vehicle from
its origin to its destination is pre-defined, whereas in AR-
BP a next hop route is chosen at every intersection. When
the network is under-saturated, the pressure terms (queue
backlog differences) are very low and a vehicle may traverse
several links before arriving its destination, thus takinga
route that is unnecessarily long. However, it is this adaptive
routing that forces the vehicles to distribute in the network
more uniformly and thus reduces congestion queue lengths
when the network is heavily loaded. In a saturated network,
although vehicles may follow a longer route on average under
AR-BP, the travel time is significantly lower on average
compared to the fixed routing methods as shown in Fig. 5.
This reduction in average travel time happens due to the
smaller queue lengths in the network as observed in Fig. 4.

Next we investigate the network throughput in terms of
the number of vehicles exiting the network (number of
completed trips) under different signal control methods. In
Fig. 7, we plot the total number vehicles that exit the given
network in two hours when the traffic is continuously arriving
at a fixed rate. Interestingly, FT provides higher throughput
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than SC-BP at very high input traffic load, despite the fact
that FT always gives rise to a higher time averaged queue
length than SC-BP according to Fig. 4. This happens due to
the fact that when back-pressure schemes are employed over
a network with finite length links, some links can experience
deadlock situation, as observed in [14]. Deadlocks make the
controllers non-work conserving and may cause congestion
propagation to other links in a network. The deadlocks occur
at very high traffic loads depending on the network topology
and especially when there is a significant mismatch between
lengths (or capacities) of adjacent links. Note that our
simulated network is quite asymmetric in terms of lengths
of different links and therefore it is also more susceptibleto
deadlocks. One way of resolving deadlocks under SC-BP is
to use normalized pressure functions [14]. Interestingly,AR-
BP is robust against deadlocks because its control decisions
are based on virtual queues that keep growing irrespective
of the lengths (capacities) of their corresponding links.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE DIRECTIONS

We proposed a decentralized multi-commodity based
back-pressure signal control and adaptive route control
method (AR-BP). The performance of AR-BP was compared
with the existing single-commodity based back-pressure
traffic control method (SC-BP) and a fixed time sched-
ule controller (FT). We observed that AR-BP significantly
outperforms SC-BP and FT in terms of average queue
lengths, average vehicle travel time, and the number of trips
completed, especially when the traffic demand is high. In SC-
BP and FT, all vehicles follow fixed routes. Fixed routing
is not appropriate when a network is heavily loaded with
vehicles, whereas AR-BP is able to distribute vehicles more
uniformly across the network, thereby significantly improv-
ing congestion, throughput, and travel times (on average).
For low load situations, AR-BP may lead to unnecessarily
long routes for some vehicles, giving very high travel times
on average. Another important feature of AR-BP is that it
is more robust to deadlock situations that SC-BP, due to the
use of virtual queues.

In order to reduce travel time in low load situations, one
can include bias terms in the calculation of queue backlog

in the back-pressure schemes as done in wireless networks
[19]. This will be a subject of our future research. Another
interesting direction is to investigate AR-BP scheme subject
to uncertain and delayed queue information.
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